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Measurable conformal mappings in space
(The regularity theory of quasiregular mappings)
Gaven J. Martin *
Abstract

We survey some recent results in the theory of quasiregular mappings in higher dimensions, particularly those related to the regularity
theory of the nonlinear Cauchy-Riemann and Beltrami systems.

1

Introduction

Geometric Function Theory in higher dimensions is largely concerned with
generalisations to Rn, n 2: 3 of aspects of the planar theory of holomorphic
or conformal mappings (particularly the geometric and function theoretic
aspects). In this sense it ha.s been quite a successful theory with diverse
applications. The category of maps that one usually considers in the theory
are the so-called quasiregular mappings, or quasi conformal mappings if one
wants injections. Both classes of mappings have the characteristic property
of "bounded distortion". l't useful idea when studying these mappings and
their properties is to view quasiregular mappings as conformal maps between
measurable conformal structures (ellipse fields) on subdomains of R". This
is the point of view which we shall adopt here and hence my title.
Here is a sample of successful and diverse applications of the theory (in
no particular order of importance).
*This work was partially supported by a grant from the Australian Research Council.

It represents part of a somewhat extended survey of the theory of quasiregular mappings
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• Gehring's versions of the Liouville Theorem and improved regularity
theorems.
e

Resetnyak's stability and rigidity phenomena.

• Mostow rigidity - uniqueness up to isometry of hyperbolic structures
on closed manifolds (n::?: 3)
ti

o

Sullivan's Uniformisation Theorem- the existence of quasiconformal
structures on topological n-manifolds (n # 5).
Rickman's versions of the Picard Theorem and Nevanlinna Theory.

• Nonlinear potential theory, A-harmonic function theory.
• Tukia-Viiisalii's solution to the lifting problem and "quasiconformal
geometric topology"
• Quasiconformal group actions as generalisations of conformal group
actions.
o

Donaldson and Sullivan's "Quasiconformal Yang-Mills Theory".

• Removable singularity theorems.
There are of course many more beautiful results and ideas in the theory.
We direct the reader to the references [1], [14], [20] and [21] for the basic
theory and an explanation and proof of some of the results cited above.
However here I want to concentrate on the close relationships with nonlinear
PDE theory. This connection is through the defining equations. However
before getting to those we will need to make a few definitions. We define the
Sobolev space
1oc(n, Rn), 1 :S: p < oo, to be the space offunctions defined
in a subdomain n of euclidean n-space and valued in Rn and for which first
derivatives are locally LJ'-integrable. We now define a quasiregular mapping
as follows.
Let n be a subdomain of Rn and f : n __,. Rn. Then we say that f is
weakly K-quasiregular, 1 :::; K < oo, if

w;,

1.

f

E

w;,toc(n, Rn),

2. J,(x) ::?: 0 a.e.

n,
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3. maxihi=IIDJ(x)hl ::S: Kminihl=liDJ(x)hl a.e. D.
Here Df(x) is the Jacobian derivative off and JJ(x) is the Jacobian determinant. The number K is referred to as the dilatation of f. We say that f
is K -quasiregular if the Sobolev index p = n. Notice that p = n is the natural exponent for any geometric theory since it implies integrability of the
Jacobian. The defining assumptions are necessary for a good theory, they
imply that change of variables holds, that sets of measure zero are preserved,
lEI= 0 if and only if lf(E)I = 0 and that our mappings preserve orientation.
We also say that f is K-quasiconformal if f is an injective K-quasiregular
mapping. The basic connection between quasiregular mappings, nonlinear
PDE's and nonlinear potential theory is via the Beltrami system. Let S(n)
denote the space of symmetric positive definite n x n matrices of determinant equal to 1. Given n. a subdomain of Rn and G: D-> S(n) a bounded
measurable mapping we define the Beltrami equation as

(1)
In the special case that G(x) = Id, the identity matrix, (or equivalently if
K = 1), we have the Cauchy-Riemann system

(2)
That weakly quasiregular mappings satisfy (for suitable choice of G) the
Beltrami equation is of course a tautology. However we want to examine
properties and obtain geometric information about quasiregular mappings
as viewed as solutions to this PDE. Notice that the distortion condition (3)
above guarantees

(3)
so that G is uniformly elliptic and has bounded image in S(n). However the
Beltrami equation is fully nonlinear in dimension n 2: 3. When n = 2 we can
use complex variables and rewrite the equation as

a

a

Ozf = tt(z) azf

(4)

where Jt is a element of the unit ball of L 00 • The above (linear!) equation
is known as the Beltrami equation. When Jt = 0 we obtain the CauchyRiemann equation. The existence of solutions to this equation and their
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regularity properties is fairly well-known, see [1). Virtually nothing is known
about the existence of solutions to the Beltrami system in dimension n 2: 3
except that it is not always possible to solve. To find good conditions on G(x)
which guarantee the existence of a solution is perhaps the most important
outstanding problem in the area (and probably the hardest!). There are many
important applications in geometry for a "good" solution to this problem.
Notice that a nonconstant solution to the Cauchy-Riemann system has
the property that a.e. n the derivative of f is a scalar multiple of an orthogonal matrix. Thus infinitesimally the mapping f maps round objects
to round objects. That is f is conformal. In the more general case of the
Beltrami system we view G(x) as an ellipse field on n. We declare that
the ellipses defined by .G are "round" and then f : (n, G) -+ (Rn, I d) maps
round objects to round objects. We say that f is G-conformal, or when G
is understood we say f is ·a measurable conformal mapping. Notice that we
could also prescribe the measurable conformal structure in the target space,
that is repl('),ce (Rn, I d) by (Rn, H) for some uniformly elliptic bounded measurable map H: Rn--> S(n). However this addition complication adds little
to the theory for we essentially obtain the same class of mappings, the only
thing changing is the exact value of the dilatation when measured against
the background conformal structure (Rn, I d).
Before getting on to the more interesting and important aspects of the
regularity theory of solutions to the Beltrami system, which is what this
paper is mainly about, let us recall a few basic facts. If f = (jl, f 2 ' .•. ' r)
is a solution to the Beltrami system, then u = f' satisfies the following
equation of degenerate elliptic type:
div((G- 1 (x)\7u, \7u)<n- 2)/zc- 1 (x)\7u)

= 0.

(5)

Thus u is a prototypical A-harmonic function. Notice that in this divergence
loc(n). Actually the above equaform it is not really necessary that f E
tions arise from consideration of the variati~n~l equation for the conformally
invariant integral

w;

(6)
When K = 1 the equation (5) above reduces to the well-known n-harmonic
equation,
div(\'Vuin- 2 \lu) = 0,
(7)
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which when n = 2 reduces to the usual Laplace equation. Actually, if f
is a solution of the Beltrami system, then u = log I! I also satisfies an Aharmonic type equation. In any case the standard theory of solutions to the
A-harmonic equation implies that quasiregular mappings are discrete (the
inverse image of a point in the range is discrete in the domain n) and open.
Roughly, openness follows from a weak maximum principle and discreteness
follow from the fact that the polar sets ({x: log\f(x)l = -oo}) have conformal capacity zero, therefore Hausdorff dimension zero and therefore are
totally disconnected. A topological degree argument gives discreteness from
total disconnectedness of the pre-image. There are some other properties of
quasiregular mapping which are worth recording here. First the property of
local to global distortion control (Mori's Theorem). Suppose f : R" --+ R"
is K-quasiregular, then there is H = H(n, K) such that
mroclhl=r
minlhJ=r

\f(x +h)- f(x)\ < H
\f(x +h)- f(x)\ -

(8)

for all x and all r. Notice that the definition of a quasiregular mapping only
gives a bound (independent of x) on the limit supremum as r --+ 0 of the
left hand side. There is a local version of this result as well. Next we would
like to mention a purely higher dimension phenomenon discovered by Zorich.
Namely a locally injective globally defined function is globally injective. That
is iff : R''' -> Rn, n ;::: 3, is locally injective, then f is injective. A counterexample when n = 2 is given by the 1-quasiregular mapping ez. Finally
we would like to mention a stability result of Resetnyak. We recall that a
Mobius transformation of R" is an orientation preserving mapping which is
the finite composition of reflections in spheres and hyperplanes. The collection of all Mobius transformations is the index two orientation preserving
subgroup of the group of transformations of Rn generated by the similarity
group and the inversion x -+ xf\xl 2 in the unit sphere. It is clear every such
mapping satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations. We shall see later that
these mapping essentially exhaust the class of conformal mappings of space.
Roughly speaking Resetnyak's results says that as K --+ 1, K-quasiregular
mappings are uniformly well approximated by conformal mappings. That is
small dilatation (close to 1) implies close to Mobius.
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2

The regularity theory of solutions to the
Beltrami system

The major new idea that is utilised here in studying the solutions to the
Beltrami system is to lift the equation to the exterior bundle and study the
induced equations at that level. The systematic study of nonlinear equations
for differential forms seems to have begun with work of L.M. Sibner and
R.B. Sibner [17] and K. Uhlenbeck [19], see too [4]. In particular we mention
Uhlenbeck' proof of the C"'-regularity theory for A-harmonic tensors, proved
using the Nash-Di Giorgi-Moser technique. Our initial investigations were
motivated by the paper of S. Donaldson and D. Sullivan [3]. They used
the standard Calder6n-Zygmund theory of singular integrals to study the
"quasiconformal Yang-Mills" theory. I think a lot of new ideas still remain
to be extracted from that paper and used in a more general setting.
When lifted to the level of exterior algebra simplification can often occur.
For instance, as we shall see, in certain circumstances equations may linearise.
The results presented here were first given by T. Iwaniec and myself [10], [11],
[12] in the case of even dimensions. In this case it is more or less possible
to give the exact regularity theory and the best possible results. Iwaniec
extended these results in a qualitative form to odd dimensions as well [8]. A
principal feature of that work is the development of the Calder6n-Zygmund
theory for certain nonlinear p-harmonic operators. Many of the ideas used
come from nonlinear Hodge theory. It is also clear that these techniques
apply to a much wider class of mappings. Recently applications of these
ideas have been found in nonlinear elasticity and nonlinear potential theory,
see [9], [13], [16].
We define A= 9Ak to be the graded Grassman algebra of exterior forms.
Thus if a E A we have a = LJJI=k aie 1 where the sum is over multi-indices
of length k, I = (i1, i2, ... , ik) and er = ~ 1 1\ ei 2 1\ ... eik· In this case a is
a k-form. If fJ = Lji\=k fJ 1 dx 1 is another k-form, the inner product (a, fJ) is
defined by
{a, fJ) =
arflr

L

lll=k

The Hodge star operator * : Ak --+ An-k is defined by * 1 = e 1 1\ e2 ... 1\ en
and a 1\ *fl = fJ 1\ *a= (a,{J)(*l). Recall that**= (-l)n(n-k): Ak--+ Ak.
The exterior algebra goes over pointwise to the agebra of differential forms.
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Given a subdomain S1 of Rn we define A(S1) to be the graded exterior
algebra of differential forms whose coefficients are regular distributions. That
is
a= L ar(x)dxi
(9)
III=k

and all the coefficients a.1 are in -4:,(0, R). Here we are really identifying the
differential k-form a. with an ~(S1, A) function defined on S1 and valued in
the Grassman algebra A. The inner product between differential forms (of
the same degree) a E LP(f2, A) and fJ E Lq(Sl, A), ~ + ~ = 1, 1 :::; p, q:::; oo,
is defined as
(a,(J) =
(a.(x),fJ(x))dx

k

We recall the usual exterior derivative

and the Hodge operator
d*: Ak-+

defined by d* = (-1 )n(n-k)
ential forms

* d*.

w~(st,A)

Ak-1

Then we define the Sobolev space of differ-

= LP(fl,A) n LHst,A)

(10)

In this setting we wish to point out that

t. =

dd*

+ d*d: w;(n,A)-+ LP(fl,A)

(11)

is the usual Laplacian acting on coefficients
L\a =

L

(12)

L\o:.rdx1

I

Also (£2 = (d*) 2

= 0. Here are a couple of basic facts.

Theorem 2.1 Let a
1/p + 1/q = L Then

E

LHRn,Ak) and fJ

r

}Rn

(da, d* (J)dx

E

Li(Rn,Ak),

=0

1

< p,q < oo,
(13)

Another key result is the following Hodge decomposition theorem. We
shall see below its application in the linear theory, however it is a stability
property of the decomposition that actually enables the nonlinear theory to
go through (though the results are somewhat less explicit).
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Theorem 2.2 For each w E V(Rn, A), 1 < p < oo, there exist differential

forms
0:

E

ker d* n LHRn' A)

and
such that
w = da + d*{J.

The forms do: and d* fJ are unique and satisfy the uniform estimate

for some constant Cp(n) independent of w.
Iff is a function in the Sobolev space WA,zoc(Sl, Rn) we can define the
pull back via f of a differential (k-1)-form with smooth coefficients,

by the rule:

f*o:(x)

=

L

o:I (J(x))d/1

1\

d/2

1\ ... 1\

d/k-1

(14)

I

We then have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3 Let o: E Ak- 1 (Rn) be a differential {k-1)-Jorm with linear
coefficients and f E Wik,loc(Sl, Rn), p 2:: 1. Then

d(f*(o:)) = f*(do:)

(15)

where the left hand side is understood in the sense of distributions.
A fundamental point to note here is that we may choose p and k so that
pk < n. Thus when we lift a differential equation, such as the Beltrami system, up to the level of differential forms we may not need as much regularity
to make sense of the induced equations. We have set up a bit of machinery and glossed over some of the more difficult technical details but in order
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to show the utility of these ideas let's work through an important example. Namely the Cauchy-Riemann system. Here we have f E W}. 1oc(Q, Rn),
f = (jl, p, ... 'r) and choose

s = ma.x{k,n- k}

(16)

Define the two functions u and v as follows

=
v =

u

ldll\ df 2 1\ ... I\ dl- 1 = f*(xkdx 1 1\ dx2 1\ ... 1\ dxk- 1)
Jk+1dJk+2 1\ dfk+3 1\ ... 1\ dr

Then from the Cauchy-Riemann system (via purely algebraic manipulations,
see [10]) we find that u and v satisfy the following two equations
JduJP- 2 du
ld*vlq~ 2 d*v

= d*v, p=n/k
= du, q=n/(n-k)

Now du and d*v are forms whose coefficients are regular distributions. Applying d to the first equation, and d* to the second equation we get the two
equations
(17)
d*(lduJP- 2 du) = 0
d(ld*vlq- 2 d*v) = 0

(18)

(see also (26)) Such functions u (and v) are called p-harmonic tensors. In
both cases u and v are stationary points of the functional

(19)
subject to closed forms v and coclosed forms u. Now notice that if n is even,
n = 2k, then p = q = 2 and the two equations above are linear. We see
that in fact u and v are weakly harmonic k-forms, the assumed degree of
integrability of f is s = n/2. Since u and v are then harmonic by Weyl's
· lemma we see that the Jacobian determinant off is the product of harmonic
forms and is therefore real analytic. In fact notice that if we were to permute
the component functions of f, we would see that the determinant of every
k x k, k = n/2, minor of the Jacobian matrix off is harmonic. Expanding the
determinant and using the Cauchy-Riemann equations again, we can write
the Jacobian as

(20)
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J

so that J1 (x) is locally a Lipschitz function. This is enough now for the
usual proofs of the Liouville Theorem to work, see [5), [2]. This will show
that our 1-weakly quasiregular mapping is also quasiregular and actually the
restriction (to the domain of definition) of a Mobius transformation. It is not
too difficult to construct examples to show that the Sobolev exponent n/2 is
best possible (in fact these examples can be constructed in all dimensions).
We have therefore the following version of the Liouville Theorem [10].
Theorem 2.4 Let n = 2k > 2. Then every weakly 1-quasiregular mapping f
of Sobolev class W1 10c{Sl, R"), is either constant or the restriction to n of a
Mobius tmnsformation of R". The Sobolev exponent k is the lowest possible
for the result to hold.
One can see how this result and the ideas used in its proof are part of a more
broad spectrum of results "for general quasiregular mappings. Notice too that
the regularity theory for the system is better than the regularity theory for
the related n-harmonic equation.
Let H : n -> .C(A) be a bounded measurable function defined on n
and valued in the symmetric linear transformations of the Grassman algebra
A= A(R"), and assume that H satisfies the ellipticity condition

(21)
for (x, () E n x A and where A 2:: 1 is a positive constant. In analogy with the
classical case of conformally invariant integrals [7] we consider the functional
I[u]

=~
p

r(H(x)du, du)PI

Jo

2,

uE

LHn, A).

(22)

The derivative with respect to ( of the integrand is the nonlinear mapping
A : n X A - A defined by
A(x, () = (H(x)(, ()(P- 2)/Z H(x)(

(23)

Then u E Lr;_(Sl, A) is a stationary point of I[u] if and only if it satisfies the
A-harmonic equation
(24)
d* A(x, du) = 0.
Putting u =

*V

in the above leads to the dual A-harmonic equation.
dA*(x, d*v)

= 0,

(25)
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If(x) 12
A

JR" --;--!
211 dx < ct;>.

the subspace DjJ}(R.j) n H"'(Rj. By Theorem l,

Let k == max {2s+ 1,

~

.

n}. Then adapting the proof of Theorem 3 in [4], it can be shown that there are vectors

~,

E(x)(ll- e -i<..J,x'T)
defined by gJ(x)=

a. e.,

Yl: It- .,-i<.oj,x>r
k

(1- e-i<sj,x>

}=1

By the Plancherel Thoorem., for each j ~ k, i!tere is fj in e(R") such t1W

lj = g i'

Apply an

arguraent similar' to the proof of Theorem 6, it can be shown that for each j ::;; k,

ij is m

k

H"'(R.j. By the Fow;ier Irwemon Theorem,

f=

L(o0 -8a.Y'I$fi
j=l

ae.

Thus, fill in

J

By the properties of Fourier Tmmfmm and llle.orem 8, we em fuwe the followings.

Theorenl9
Let s > 0 and m 2 0 be giw:n

io.tege:m. 111m D pr(K')) is a Hilf:x:n space in the

norm~ . ~m,a giVfl!l byVII.m.a =<JAr" lf<x)r~ (t+ lxl2>""<l+lxl-z)" dx)w.
Theorem 10

Let m be a given positive integer. Suppose f is a fim.ction in the Sobolev space If' (R)
and f ' is the distri.butioiJBi derivative of£ 1be11 there are catJJSi:fmts a1,
3

fim.ctions t;, 1; t;in I1"'"1(R) such thai f'

=L (So- o.~ .)* fj
j=l

J

a. e.

li;p &1

in R .and
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Theorem 11
Let m ;;:. 2 and 11 .5 5 be given positive integers. Let L1 be the Laplace operator on

Ir(1('). Suppose f is a fimction in the Sobolw space H"{1('). Then there are
ar.,a5 in K and fimcti011S t;,

YeCtors

a1,

t;, ..., t; in~{1(') such that
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where A*(x, () = *A(x, *(). In practise the mapping H will be the kth
exterior power of c- 1 (x) where G(x) is defined by the Beltrami equation,
G(x) = J,(x)- 2 /n D P(x)D f(x), for a weakly quasiregular mapping f. (The
exterior power of an n x n matrix B is found as follows: view the exterior
basis {e 1, e2, ... ,en} as n-vectors, then for I= (i1, 12, ... , ik) we set

Now extend linearly to all of A). Given a weakly quasiregular mapping f we
define (k-1)-forms u and v (in L?~(n- 1 ) (0, A)) as before from the components
Ji of f.. In [10] we derived the following relations from the Beltrami equations:
H(x)dur

=

J1 (x)< 2k-n)fnd•vJ,

(26)

which together with the iaentity J1 (x) = (dur, d*vJ) yields
J,(x)

=

ldurliJ

=

ld*vJI~-1

(27)

where l(ls = (H(x)(, () 112 • This enables us to eliminate the determinant
from equation (26) above from which we deduce the following first order
differential equation.

(28)
and the dual equation takes the form

(29)
Again applying the operators d and d* as before we wind up with the p, qharmonic equations

d* A(x, dur) =
dA- 1 (x, d*vJ)

0
0

Notice too that in the case n = 2k both of these equations are linear. In this
case one can apply the usual Calder6n-Zygmund theory of singular integral
operators to study the solutions of this problem. We shall just sketch what
the results are, how they are obtained and point out a few of the ideas that
are important for the nonlinear setting.
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Associated with the Hodge decomposition is a singular integral operator

defined by

Sw = da- d*(3
where w = da+d*(3. Formally S = (dd*-d*d:)ob.. -land so is represented by a
2n x2n matrix of products Riesz transforms. It is therefore of weak type (1,1).
The theory of this operator, which we call the Beurling-Ahlfors transform in
analogy with the classical two dimensional case, is of independent interest.
Here is an explicit convolution formula for the operatorS, see [10].

(Sw)(x)

= (1 _

2k) w(x) _ r(1

n

+ n/2)
-rrn/ 2

where

0(() = M#(() +

(~

-1)

[

JR.,.

O(x- y)w(y) dy

ix - Yin

Id: Ak _, Ak

and M# is the kth exterior power of the n x n matrix whose entries are
homogeneous polynomials of degree 0 which we can write in tensor notation
as
M(() =I d- 21(1- 2(( ® ()
There are a couple of interesting things to note. Firstly the obvious simplification which occurs when n = 2k. Secondly M (() = 1(1 2Del>((), where Del>
is the Jacobian matrix of the (anti-conformal) inversion in the unit sphere,
X

cl>(x) =

lxl 2 •

It is the p-norms of the Beurling-Ahlfors transform S which control the
regularity theory of solutions to the Beltrami equation. It is not difficult to
see from the Hodge decomposition and duality that
1

IISII2

1

-

= 1, II Blip = IISIIq, -p + -q = 1.

(30)

We conjecture that IISIIP = p- 1, for p > 2. This would probably make the
regularity results stated below (in the even dimensional case) best possible.
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This is another significant unsolved problem in the theory (even in the planar
case these norms are unknown, though there are estimates). We were able
to show in [12] that JJSJIP :::; (n + 1)IIAIIP where A is the two dimensional
Beurling-Ahlfors (or complex Hilbert) transform
Aw(z)

= __
1

21rz

Jlc(

w(()d( /\ d(
(z- ()2

(31)

Here is the result which describes the regularity theory for solutions to the
Beltrami system in higher even dimensions.
Theorem 2.5 Let n
surable. Let

=

2k,

nc

R"' and G:

n-+

S(n) bounded and mea-

0 < A1 S A2 S • • · S An

denote the ordered eigenvalues A;= A;(x) of G(x) and let

I11 I =sup AnAn-1 · · · Ak+1 - AkAk-1 · · · A1 < 1
xE!l >.nAn-1 · · · Ak+l + AkAk-1 · · · A1
f

Suppose

E

WJk(Q, Rn), 1 :::; p:::; 2, is a solution of the Beltrami system

and that
Then

f

E

I11IIISIIP < 1
WA(n,Rn), where q = pf(p-1);::: 2, is

a quasiregular- mapping.

A few things to note are that the assumption lt-d < 1 together with f being
a solution to the Beltrami system is equivalent to the assumption that f is
weakly quasiregular. Actually 1111 is the norm of an operator JL which can
be thought of as the Beltrami coefficient for f, again in complete analogy
with the planar setting. Also, since IISJj 2 = 1 and Lui < 1 the result always
has nontrivial content. We start off with an assumption of integrability below the ambient dimension and deuce higher integrability above the ambient
dimension. In particular this result includes (in even dimensions) Gehring's
theorem on the higher integTability of the partial derivatives of quasiconformal mapping [6]. Further note that as G-+ Id, !Ill -+ 0 and we see "in the
limit" the regularity result stated for the Cauchy-Riemann system. From
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the regularity theory above (more particularly the method of proof) one
can obtain Caccioppoli-type estimates below the ambient dimension. Such
estimates have important geometric consequences, such as removability theorems. However these applications are the same in the linear setting (even
dimensions) and the nonlinear setting (odd dimensions). So we shall discuss
how one obtains qualitative versions of the above theorem in the nonlinear
case.
In order to deal with the nonlinear case it is necessary to consider the
nonhomogeneous'A-harmonic equation. This is arrived at in much the same
way as the homogeneous case by looking at the variation of the integral
I(g, h)[u] =

J

(H(g + du),g + du)PI 2

-

p(du, h)

(32)

forgE .D'(Rn,A) and hE Lq(Rn,A) with 1 < p,q < oo conjugate indices.
Existence and uniqueness of du follow from standard variational principles.
The solution u E L)(Rn, A) is found from the Euler-Lagrange equation
d*A(x,g+du)

= d*h

(33)

which is what we call the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equation (here A
is defined as before). The definition of the dual equation (the A*-harmonic
equation) is similar. Fairly standard arguments lead to the usual estimates
of the form
lidull:::; C(n,p,,\)(ligll: + llhll:)
(where we recall that ,\ is the ellipticity constant associated to H). What
we really want here is to obtain estimates like the above, but for exponents
different from p. The following theorem is the crucial ingredient, [8].
Theorem 2.6 For each A -harmonic equation
d* A(x,g + du) = d*h
there is a constant v = v(n, p, ,\) > 0 such that every weak solution u, with
duE£8(Rn,A) andp-v<s<p+v, satisfies

(34)
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Of course similar estimates are valid for the A*-harmonic equation. Here
the exponent p is regarded as the natural exponent for such estimates, the
key feature of this estimate again is the fact that we are able to find uniform
estimates above and below this natural exponent. Notice that the proof of
such a result is not going to follow by using test function type arguments.
What we mean by a weak solution u is that duE U(fl, A) and for each test
form a E L~/(s-p+l) (Rn, A) we have

j(A(x,g+du),da) = j(h,da}.
From this we see that a desirable test for would be r;u for some coo smooth
cutoff function r;. But this form fails to be in the space L~/(s-p+I) (R"', A).
The idea of the proof is to consider what happens to nonlinear perturbations
of exact forms and their Hodge decompositions. In particular if we are given
du E L 8 (fl, A) and we find the Hodge decomposition of w = JduJ•du as
w = da+d*/3, we would like to get good estimates relating the quantities w, da
and d* f3 for small f.. That one can achieve these estimates is what I referred
to earlier as the stability property of the Hodge decomposition. The result is
proved using properties of harmonic functions and (to replace the Calder6nZygmund theory) the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. Roughly, one
obtains under certain restrictions (on r and r:) that if 7J E y(l +•) (Rn, A) and
if Jr;J•r; = da + d* f3 with a, f3 E LJ:(Rn, A), then we get the estimates

lld*fJIIr <
lldallr <

C(n)riEIII77II;(i~.) if dTJ

=

0

C(n)r!EIIIr;JJ;(i~.) if d*17 = 0

Because Theorem 2.6 is so central, let us sketch the proof for the case p 2: 2
(consideration of the A* -harmonic equation gives the case 1 ::::; p ::::; 2, but it is
not immediate). We first observe that for all(,(' E A(Rn) and s 2: p-1 2: 1
we have (from the ellipticity of the matrix H) that

(35)
(I don't claim that this is obvious, see [8] Lemma 9.1.) This means we can
write
j Jduls::::; (2,\)P j (A(x, g + du), Jduls-pdu) + 48 . \48 j JgJ 8
Now look at the Hodge decomposition of Jduls-vdu. Since du is closed we
have the advertised estimate on Jld*fJIIr in terms of lldull~+l-p which in turn
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gives a similar estimate on lldaJir· Substituting in the Hodge decomposition
and using the definition of a weak solution we find that

Then applying both the Cauchy-Schwarz and Holder inequalities, together
with the estimates on Jld*.BIIr and lld"'llr mentioned above, we obtain

II dull= :S C(n,p, >.) (vrjjg + dull~- 1 llduJI:+l-p + !lhllsf(p-1) llduiJ;+l-p + JJgJJ!)
We now need to separate out the du term. This is done by means of Young's
inequality. We first observe

so that

Jig+ du!I~- 1 Jidull:+l-p :S 2"- 1 (llgJI! + II dull:)
Also by Young's inequality

JlhllsJ(p-dduJJ!+p-l :S 24s-p-l A 2 s-piJhJJ:~~~=~l + 2p- 3 ).-PjjduJJ:
Putting this all together (and being a little more careful with the constants
than I have been) gives

which yields the desired result as soon as v is chosen small enough.
Now we show how to apply the result to the theory of quasiregular mappings. As before we have f = (f\ j2, ... , F') E W,_l(fl, Rn). Choose an
integer k and set
Uo

=

vo =

fkdf 1 1\ df 2 1\ ... 1\ dfk-l

*Jk+ 1dfk+ 2 A dl+3 A ... A dr

So dUo E L~!.ck(fl,Ak) and d*v0 E L;jJn-k)(fl,Ak). Let ¢ be a smooth test
function compactly supported in fl. We recall the equation A(x, duo)= d*vo
and multiply both sides by ¢n-k to obtain

(36)
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We now set u = qlu0 and v = <pn-kv0 • Then qldu0 = g + du and ¢n-kd*v0 =
h + d*v with g E £Tik(Rn,A) and h E g/(n-k)(Rn,A). Putting this in
the above equation is how we arrive at the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic
equation,
(37)
d* A(x, g + du) = d* h
Recall that the operator A is only defined on
but we extend it to all of
Rn by extending H via the identity. Now applying the estimate on weak
solutions to the A-harmonic equation we have

(38)
if Jp- sJ < v (recall K is the dilatation of f and so controls the ellipticity
constants of G and H de~ning A). We can replace du by g + du in the above,
from which we obtain
i<P''duo

Since

f is K-quasiregular we have pointwise estimates of the form

luol < ifJJDJJk-l
Ivai < l!IIDfln-k-l
JduoJ < JDflk::; KkJduol
Jd*vol < JDJJn-k::; Kn-kJd*voJ
This, together with the above, gives

To which we apply Holder's inequality and a little computation to see

JJ¢DfJJr,!1::; JJJJ\7¢Jilr,!1

(39)

Thus we are able to obtain Caccioppoli estimates above and below the ambient dimension for quasiregular mappings, see (39). Using the estimates of
equation (39) and a refinement of Gehring's lemma (reverse Holder inequality) one obtains the following result which holds in all dimensions, see [8]
Theorem 3.
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Theorem 2. 7 For each n 2:: 2 and K 2:: 1 there are constants qn,K < n <
Pn,K such that every weakly K-quasiregular mapping of class
(n, an)
belongs to the class
0, R"). In particular f is K-quasiregular.

w;n,K (

wq:.,K

It is to be noted that this result has nontrivial content even when K = 1!
As we mentioned earlier, the Caccioppoli estimates below the ambient
dimension have important geometric implications. Here we give one such.
It is the generalisation of the classical result of Besicovitch and Painleve
concerning removability sets for analytic mappings. A set E c fl is said to
be removable under bounded K-quasiregular mappings if every bounded Kquasiregular mapping f : fl\E --+ Rn extends to a K-quasiregular mapping
of fl. We denote by dimH(E) the Hausdorff dimension of the set E.
Theorem 2.8 For each dimension n 2:: 2 and K 2:: 1, there is an En,K > 0
such that every closed set E of Hausdorff dimension dimH(E) < En,K is
removable under bounded K-quasiregular mappings.

Note the particular consequence that sets of Hausdorff dimension 0 are always removable (that is independently of K). Even this result is substantially stronger than any previous result on removability. S. Rickman (15] has
constructed examples to show that this result is qualitatively best possible
by constructing nonconstant bounded quasiregular mappings defined in the
complement of a Cantor subset of R". Such sets cannot be removable for
these mappings. Here is the proof of that result. We need to use an analytic characterisation of Hausdorff dimension. A compact set E C Rn is said
to have zero q-capacity, 1 < q ::::; n, if there is a sequence {'rjj} of smooth
compactly supported functions such that

• 0 ::::; 'r/j ::::; 1
• rJiiE =: 1
I)

limj-+oo 'rJj(x)

• limi--+oo

= XE(x) for every x E Rn

IIV'rullq =

0

A closed set has zero q-capacity if every compact subset has zero q-capacity.
Now recall that for q = n- E, 0 < t: < n- 1, a closed set of Hausdorff
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dimension dimH(E) < t: has zero q-capacity. We define En,K = n- qn,K > 0,
where qn,K is defined above in Theorem 2. 7. So suppose f : fl\E --+ Rn
and dimH(E) < En,K· Then E has zero q = n- En,K capacity. Since E
has measure zero we can consider f to be a bounded measurable function
defined on fl. We first show f E W,J, 1oc(fl, Rn). Choose a smooth compactly
supported test function ¢ and consider the sequence of functions
¢j

= (1- T/j)¢

Then IV'¢il:::; IV'¢1 + I¢11'VrJjl, and
D(¢J) = ¢iD f

+f

® \7¢i E Lq(Rn, GL(n))

Now applying the Caccioppoli estimate (39) we have
IID(¢jf)llq < IIIV'¢jlfllq + ll¢jDfllq
< (1 + C(n, K))IIIV'¢ilfllq
< (1 + C(n, K))IIJIV'¢111q + 11¢/IV'rJilllq
Now let j--+ oo. Since f is assumed bounded and <Pi --+¢we have ¢if--+¢!
in Lq(Rn,Rn). Also ¢/IV'rJil--+ 0 in Lq(Rn,Rn). So the inequalities above
imply that the norms IID(¢if)llq remain bounded as j--+ oo, so ¢if converge
weakly to¢! in W,J(R'', Rn). Thus¢/ E W,J(Rn, Rn) and in the limit we
obtain
IID(¢f)!!q:::; C'(n,K)!IJIV'¢111g
Since ¢ was an arbitrary test function we find f E W,J, 1oc(fl, Rn). Thus f is
weakly K-quasiregular. Then the regularity theorem asserts that f is actually
K-quasiregular, proving the result.
Finally let us point out that Besicovitch and Painleve prove the result for
bounded analytic mappings with the restriction that the linear measure of the
set E should be zero. In even dimensions we are explicitly able to find En,K·
If the conjecture concerning the p-norms of the Beurling-Ahlfors transform
is correct, then En,K --+ n/2 as K--+ 1 (Notice the result is completely trivial
in the case K = 1 in view of the Liouville Theorem). Thus the results are in
accord (except that when n = 2 we haven -1 = n/2! It is easy to construct
bounded quasiregular mappings in the complement of sets of codimension 1
which cannot be extended).
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